
The term bandhani derives its name from a Hindi word

Bandhan which means tying up. A reference of art is

found in Bana Bhatt’s Harshacharitra and the patterns

are seen on Ajanta sculptures also. The tying of cloth

with thread and then dyeing is the simplest and perhaps

the oldest form of creating pattern on a plain piece of

cloth. This traditional technique is followed in all important

centres of Saurashtra and Kutch of Gujarat and also in

Rajasthan. Kutch produces the finest bandhanis in India.

Embellishment can be defined as the act of adding

extraneous decorations to something or in other words

elaboration of an interpretation by the use of decorative

details (Murphy and Crill, 1991).

The study was conducted to create some innovative

tie and dye designs for the home furnishing articles using

different embellishing methods over them. The purpose

of the study was to enhance this traditional art which is

liked by the people from many years. Now a days many

articles are available in the market in different forms

but tied and dyed articles are rarely found in home

furnishings. As it is very much time consuming,

expensive and requires intensive labour and the

designers do not get the appropriate wages which they

deserve, so they move to some other employment and

leave their ancient craft. That is why, this art is eloping.

The designs which were prepared in this study are

instant and easy to make.
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ABSTRACT
The study was conducted to develop products for home furnishing using tie and dye and different

embellishments over it and to evaluate the acceptability of the developed products. A design catalogue

comprising of 60 designs was developed by making alteration in the existing tie and dye designs. The

designs were visually evaluated by a panel of textile experts on various criteria like techniques used

in tie and dye, placement and finishing of embellishments, colour scheme, and aesthetic appeal of the

embellishments used on tie and dye and acceptability of design. Evaluation for each design was

done out of twenty points. A product range for drawing room shall be constructed comprising of

different articles like curtains, cushion cover, divan covers, bolsters, table runners and wall panel.

After construction the articles shall further be evaluated by consumers of HIG and upper MIG group

in order to check their commercial acceptance.
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RESEARCH METHODS

Selection of suitable techniques of tie and dye:

Through a survey it was found that there are

innumerable tie and dye techniques but for the present

study marbelling, fan folding, lehriya, tritik, pin tying etc.

were taken into account. As we know traditional tie and

dye techniques are time consuming and intricately

designed,  hence, through this study an attempt has been

made to find the modern techniques which are instant

and less time consuming. Methods such as marbelling,

fanfolding, lehriya are easy to make and were liked by

the experts also.

Selection of different embellishing methods-

 Through market survey and reviewing the literature

in magazines and journals it was found that different

embellishing methods are used. As hand painting, block

printing, embroidery are traditionally liked by the masses

thus, selected techniques were taken for studies.

Catalogue  preparation:

A catalogue of 60 designs was developed using

different tie and dye techniques and embellishment

done accordingly over them. After preparation of

catalogue the samples were evaluated by the textile

experts from some reputed Homescience Government

colleges like-
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